Getting to the Building

Please arrive approx. 20-30 min early on the first day to allow sufficient time for gaining admittance to the facility.

The Visitors Center and entrance to the Boulder Department of Commerce facilities are located on Broadway at Rayleigh Road. All workshop attendees, including pedestrians, are required to check in at the Visitors Center at the Security Checkpoint to receive a visitor badge. All attendees must present a valid photo ID and mention the workshop name. Once cleared through the checkpoint, proceed southwest on Rayleigh Road to the David Skaggs Research Center parking lot.
Getting to Rooms GB124 and GC402

Rooms GB124 (27 June) and GC402 (28-29 June) are located on the garden-level (basement) floor of the David Skaggs Research Center (DSRC). Enter the DSRC through the main building entrance, located in the central west side near the flagpoles. Sign in at the front desk. From the lobby, proceed down one level via the stairs or elevator. GB124 is west of the stairs/elevators, just past the restrooms. GC402 is directly adjacent to the elevators.